“Dapper” Dan: Welcome back everyone to the BBL Arena! This...is...TERROR TUESDAY! We are
live on the BBL Network!
“Hardcore” Hank: Don’t forget, give half to the BBL, half to me - my PayPal e-mail address is…
“Dapper” Dan: Would you stop it!
“Hardcore” Hank: Tell that to my bill collectors!
“Dapper” Dan: Unbelievable! Anyways folks, we are charging straight ahead towards Sunday
Bloody Sunday and we have got some amazing matches on that show - but tonight, we have some
tremendous action as well!
“Hardcore” Hank: He’s right - we have WARBEAST in tag-team action to warm up for their Terror
Tag Title shot at the pay-per-view, we will see Looney Knutzz in singles action, and finally, in our
main event for the Three Way Dance Title - we’ll see three members of the dominant KID Family, as
champion Cobra Kid defends against Mamba Kid and Rattler Kid!
“Dapper” Dan: The KID family certainly has been THE force in the Blood Bath League! However,
this dominance leads to a very, very busy night at Sunday Bloody Sunday. Depending on the result
of tonight’s main event, we could be seeing one of the KID family members in THREE matches - that
could be very, very difficult!
“Hardcore” Hank: Let’s get down to the ring…
WARBEAST (The Almighty Sheik and “The Samoan Nightmare” Manuia) vs. The Missing Link
and The Masked Target
WARBEAST comes to the ring dripping in Gold - Sheik with the Western Championship, Joe Brody
with the Pacific title, and newly crowned BBL League Champ, Manuia, wearing the Gold around his
waist. The commentators speak about Sheik substituting himself for Joe Brody - Brody is at ringside,
supportive, yet seems to smirk a little bit when the Sheik gets hit. The end comes when Sheik knocks
Missing Link off of the apron, allowing Manuia to hit an impressive Samoan Drop to pick up the
victory. Lil Bruce Scoop enters the ring to interview the winners…

“Lil” Bruce Scoop: Convincing victory, to say the least. Gentlemen, how are you feeling entering
Sunday Bloody Sunday?
Sheik: Bruce, it is clear that the new and IMPROVED *sneaks a glare at Brody* WARBEAST tag
team is ready for anything! Sunday Bloody Sunday is an appropriate name - KID Family! You’re grip
on those Terror Tag Titles is slowly loosening. WAR IS COMING!
*Sheik and Manuia walk off with Joe Brody slowly following behind with sly grin*
“Lil” Bruce Scoop: WARBEAST vs. The KID Family for the Terror Tag Titles, next monday, live on
the BBL Network! Back to you Dan and Hank!
“Dapper” Dan: Thank you, Bruce. Momentum is picking up around here - this tag title match is going
to be a wild one, that’s for sure!
“Hardcore” Hank: And another champion will be crowned at Sunday Bloody Sunday - as the
BIGGEST victor will be our first Beat The Champ title holder. Our Commissioner Derek Tuttle will be
keeping a close eye on results across the Blood Bath League, and we will see that title awarded at
Sunday Bloody Sunday!
“Dapper” Dan: Speaking of titles, former League Champion Looney Knutzz will be challenging Terror
Champ Rattler Kid - Mr. Knutzz is in the ring and ready for action.
Looney Knutzz vs. Rocket Monroe
The bell rings and Rocket Monroe comes out firing with a series of fast and furious dropkicks!
Monroe has Knutzz rocking and reeling - Knutzz grabs on to the top rope to pull himself to his feet.
While Knutzz was leaning up against the ropes, Monroe charged for an attack. Knutzz, the wily
veteran, pulled down the top rope, sending Rocket Monroe crashing to the floor. Knutzz hit the
opposite rope and then leapt, flying through the top and middle ropes onto Monroe. From there,
Knutzz retained control of the match, hitting a DDT to pick up the victory.
“Lil” Bruce Scoop: Looney Knutzz - you have your sights set on capturing the Terror Title at Sunday
Bloody Sunday, any words for your opponent, Rattler Kid?
Looney Knutzz: They say the definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again and
expecting a different result - I may be a little wild and a little crazy, but I know Rattler Kid is tough.
Something has taken over my body and spirit - I’ve never dove out of the ring like that before, but
something is driving me to push my boundaries. Rattler Kid, be prepared, we’re going to the edge at
Sunday Bloody Sunday!
“Lil” Bruce Scoop: I cannot wait to see this match at the big event - Sunday Bloody Sunday, live on
the BBL Network!

“Hardcore” Hank: Don’t be afraid to tell them they can leave me a tip on my Patreon account…
“Dapper” Dan: Well, if you’d stop drinking so much maybe you’d have money to...wait, we’re back on
the air? Oh sorry folks, we were just talking about how much we are looking forward to the HUGE
event, Sunday Bloody Sunday, live on the BBL Network, only $5.55, an amazing deal considering the
archives!
“Hardcore” Hank: If you really wanna thank Hank, you can check out my Patreon page right now
it’s…
“Dapper” Dan: Seriously man, get a grip on yourself! We’ve seen all sorts of action tonight, but it’s
finally time for our main event! For The Three Way Dance Championship, Cobra Kid defends against
fellow KID Family members, Rattler Kid and Mamba Kid! It looks like winner of this match will be
defending against Dash Bennett and Daron Smythe, the Premiere Players at Sunday Bloody Sunday!
THREE WAY DANCE CHAMPIONSHIP - Cobra Kid © vs. Rattler Kid vs. Mamba Kid
The KID Family start off trading holds - much like their match at the last Terror Tuesday, no one
taking too big of a risk. This is a highly competitive, fast paced, wrestling match, with each man
trading near falls by roll ups, cradles, and various techniques. The end picks up when Mamba Kid
dropkicks Rattler Kid and Rattler Kid rolls under the bottom rope and onto the apron. Cobra tries to
clothesline Mamba Kid, but Mamba ducks and jumps on Cobra’s shoulders for what looks like a
victory roll. Rattler Kid, who has recovered on the apron, springboards and dropkicks Mamba Kid off
of Cobra’s shoulders. Mamba Kid lands hard and falls out of the ring through the middle and bottom
ropes. Cobra Kid is back up first, Rattler Kid charges him with a clothesline, but Cobra ducks. Rattler
Kid hooks Cobra Kid with an inside cradles - but both men’s shoulders are on the mat. The referee
counts three - the match is declared a draw and Cobra Kid retains the title. Rattler Kid is sure he has
won and has his hand raised, but the referee takes the belt away from Rattler Kid and hands it to
Cobra Kid. Rattler and Cobra are nose to nose in the ring when Dash Bennett, Daron Smythe, and
Tim Haught slide into the ring and start putting the boots to Rattler and Cobra. Mamba Kid slides
back in the ring, but the numbers game is too much. Gaboon Kid rushes the ring with a steel chair to
even the sides - but then WARBEAST runs out and the chaos continues. Now, Looney Knutzz and
the M.J.’s rush the ring to get their licks in. Suddenly, the lights go out….when they come back on,
two men are standing tall in the ring…
“Hardcore” Hank: OH MY GOD! EVERYONE IS DOWN AND ONLY TWO MEN ARE ON THEIR
FEET!
“Dapper” Dan: Representing EDGE, it’s The Demon! Representing The OUTLAWS, it’s The
Undertaker! These two men are BBL stalwarts who apparently have something to say about all this
chaos. What could this mean for Sunday Bloody Sunday?! Tune in next cycle to find out!!!
“Hardcore” Hank: VENMO ME!

LIVE ON THE BBL NETWORK!
MAIN EVENT
Terror Champion Rattler Kid vs. Looney Knutzz
THREE WAY DANCE TITLE
TWD Champion Cobra Kid vs. Dasn Bennett vs. Daron
Smythe

TERROR TAG TITLES
KID Family © vs. WARBEAST

TERROR SIX MAN TAG TITLES
KID Family © vs. The Xtreme Mafia

BEAT THE CHAMP TITLE HOLDER CROWNED!

Welcome to the Blood Bath League Commissioner’s Report for the May Cycle of 2018. My name is
Derek Tuttle and here are the trending topics around the BBL…
BBL COMMISSIONER CHAMPIONSHIPS
Terror Champion: Rattler Kid (Cycle 445 - April 2018)
Three Way Dance Champion:
Current Champion Cobra Kid (Cycle 446 Spring 2018 vs. Gaboon/Mamba)
Previous Champion Gaboon Kid (Cycle 445 April 2018 vs. Cobra/Rattler)
Terror Tag Champs: Cobra/Rattler (Cycle 445 - April 2018)
Terror Six Man Champs: Mamba/Gaboon/Rattler (Cycle 445 - April 2018)
Beat The Champ: TBD

LETHAL LOTTERY TOURNAMENT
Please let me know via Trash Talk if you’d like to enter a wrestler or wrestlers in our Lethal Lottery
Tournament. We need at least 8 names to start and teams will be drawn at random. The winning
team will split a prize of free matches depending on number of entrants.
COMMISSIONER AWARDS
This month’s $50,000 in imaginary money goes to Mamba Kid for holding gold in all three divisions,
singles, tag, and six-man!
5 Free Matches go to EDGE: Demon for his loyalty to the league. Enjoy your matches!
BEAT THE CHAMP TITLE
Next cycle, we will start another Commissioner Title called “Beat The Champ.” For the first cycle, the
wrestler with the biggest win margin will be crowned champion. Once crowned, the champ will
defend every other cycle against all comers!
SUNDAY, BLOODY SUNDAY CARD (Based on this cycle’s strats - results in the next bulletin)
Rattler Kid © vs. Looney Knutzz (Terror Title)
Cobra Kid/Rattler Kid © vs. WARBEAST (Almighty Sheik/Manuia) (Terror Tag Titles)
Mamba Kid/Rattler Kid/Gaboon Kid © vs. The Xtreme Mafia (Dash/Daron/Tim) (Terror Six Man Titles)
Cobra Kid © vs. Dash Bennett vs. Daron Smythe (BBL Three Way Dance Title)
Beat The Champ crowned

WRESTLER OF THE YEAR
CURRENT STANDINGS
Wrestler

May 18 (5)

Total

Mamba Kid

60

260

Riot

25

190

Gaboon Kid

30

190

Hazard

25

170

Cobra Kid

35

170

Rattler Kid

10

145

The Governor

25

105

The President

25

105

Manuia

50

80

0

70

35

65

0

60

M.J. "The Fabulous One"

10

60

M.J. "The Ravishing One"

10

60

Mr. Deeezz Knutzz

0

40

The King of Schwing M.J.

0

40

Demon

0

20

Robbie Blood

0

20

10

15

Kiev Gorsky

0

10

Dash Bennett

0

10

Daron Smythe

10

10

Tim Haught

10

10

Holy M.J.
Wildman Joe Brody
Looney Knutzz

The Almighty Sheik

We will award points in the following manner:
IWA World - 100 points
Fed or IWA-Wide - 50 points
League Title - 30 points
TV title - 20 points
Regional title - 10 points
League Tag or Six Man - 25 points
TV Tag or Six Man - 20 points
Battle Royal winner - 10 points
Send in Trash Talk - 5 points

